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Abstract
Nowadays internet users face the
issues of
information overload
and
drowning owing to the numerous and zoom within the quantity of data and
also the range of users. As a result, the way to give internet users
with additional
specifically required information is turning
into an
important issue in web-based information retrieval and internet applications.
During this work, we tend to aim to deal with the performance
of web information retrieval and internet presentation through developing
and using web data mining models. Web data mining is a process that
discovers the inherent relationships among web information, which
is expressed in terms of text, linkage or usage info, via analyzing
the dimensions of the
web and
web-based information using
data
mining techniques.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

With the dramatically fast and explosive growth of data out there over the net, World
Wide Web has become a robust platform to store, disperse and retrieve data also to
mine helpful data. Attributable to the properties of the large, diverse, dynamic and
unstructured nature of web data, web data analysis has encountered plenty of
challenges, like quantifiable, multimedia system and temporal problems etc. As a
result, web users are forever drowning in an “ocean” of information and facing the
matter of information overload once interacting with the web. Typically, the
subsequent issues are usually raised in web related analysis and applications.
Finding relevant information: To find specific information on the web, users typically
either browse web documents directly or use a search engine to get the desired
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information. Once a user utilizes a search engine to find information, he or she
typically enters one or many keywords as a query, then the program returns a listing
of graded pages related to the given query. However, there are typically two major
considerations related to the query-based web search. The primary downside is low
exactitude, which is caused by plenty of inapplicable pages fetched by the search
engine. The second downside is low recall that is owing to the dearth of capability of
indexing all pages obtainable on the web. This causes the issue in locating the
unindexed info that's truly relevant.
How to realize additional relevant pages to the query, thus, is turning into a well-liked
topic in web data management in last decade. Finding required information: Most
search engines perform in an exceedingly query-triggered approach that's primarily on
a basis of a keyword or many keywords entered. Typically the results given back by
the search engine don’t specifically match what a user very wants because of the very
fact of the existence of the similarity. In alternative words, the linguistics of web data
is never taken under consideration within the context of web search.
2. RELATED WORK
Daniel E. Rose, and Danny Levinson made a study to understand user web search
behavior has focused on how people search and what they are searching for, but not
why they are searching. In the paper, a framework is described for understanding the
underlying goals of user searches, and their experience in using the framework to
manually classify queries from a web search engine. Their analysis suggested that socalled “navigational” searches are less prevalent than generally believed, while a
previously unexplored “resource seeking” goal may account for a large fraction of
web searches. They also illustrated how the knowledge of user search goals might be
used to improve future web search engines.
Silverstein Craig, et al Proposed an analysis of an AltaVista Search Engine query log
consisting of approximately 1 billion entries for search requests over a period of six
weeks. This represents almost 285 million user sessions, each an attempt to fill a
single information need. They have presented an analysis of individual queries, query
duplication, and query sessions. They also present results of a correlation analysis of
the log entries, studying the interaction of terms within queries. Their data supports
the conjecture that web users differ significantly from the user assumed in the
standard information retrieval literature. Specially, they showed that web users type in
short queries, mostly look at the first 10 results only, and seldom modify the query.
This suggests that traditional information retrieval techniques may not work well for
answering web search requests. The correlation analysis showed that the most highly
correlated items are constituents of phrases. Their results indicated that it may be
useful for search engines to consider search terms as parts of phrases even if the user
did not explicitly specify them as such.
Agichtein Eugene, Eric Brill, and Susan Dumais presented that incorporating user
behavior data can significantly improve ordering of top results in real web search
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setting. They examined alternatives for incorporating feedback into the ranking
process and explore the contributions of user feedback compared to other common
web search features. They have reported results of a large scale evaluation over 3,000
queries and 12 million user interactions with a popular web search engine. They
proved that incorporating implicit feedback can augment other features, improving the
accuracy of a competitive web search ranking algorithms by as much as 31% relative
to the original performance.
3. METHODOLOGY
In majority of websites nowadays web pages are generated from databases and web
site owners progressively are providing APIs to the current knowledge or embedding
data within their hypertext markup language pages with micro-formats, e-RDF, or
RDFs. In alternative cases, structured knowledge may be extracted with ease from
websites that follow a template using XSLT style sheets.
Search Monkey reuses structured knowledge to boost search result display with
advantages to each search users, developers, and publishers of web page. The primary
styles of applications are specializing in remaking the abstracts on the search result
page: Figure 3.1 shows the type of presentations that structured knowledge permits in
this space. Supported knowledge, the image representing the object may be simply
singled out. One may also simply choose the foremost vital attributes of the object to
be shown during a table format. Equally for links: the information tells that links
represent vital actions the user will take (e.g. play the video, purchase the product)
and these links may be organized during a method that their performance is obvious.
In essence, information about the data and its linguistics permits to present the page in
a far more useful, attractive, and brief method.

Page Extraction
Search
pages

RDF

Search
Engine

Search
Database

Web Services

Figure 3.1 Architecture of Search
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Architecture
The high level design of the system shown in Fig 3.1 will be virtually entirely
reconstructed from the above description. The user’s applications trigger on URLs
within the search result page, remodeling the search results. The inputs of the system
are as follows:


Metadata embedded within hypertext mark-up language pages (micro-formats,
e-RDF, RDFs) and picked up by Yahoo eat, the Yahoo crawler throughout the
regular travel method.



Custom data services extract information from hypertext mark-up language
pages using XSLT or they wrap APIs enforced as web services.



Metadata will be submitted by publishers. Feeds are polled at regular intervals.

Some Factors / properties considered for classification
a) Using the IP Address
b) Long URL to Hide the Suspicious Part
c) Using URL Shortening Services “TinyURL”
d) Adding Prefix or Suffix Separated by (-) to the Domain
e) Sub Domain and Multi Sub Domains
f) HTTPS (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol with Secure Sockets Layer)
g) Domain Registration Length

4. RESULTS
A confusion matrix (Kohavi and Provost, 1998) contains info concerning actual
and expected classifications done by a classification system. Performance of such
systems is usually evaluated by the data within the matrix. The subsequent table
shows the confusion matrix for a two category classifier.
The entries in the confusion matrix have the following meaning in the context of our
study:


a is the number of correct predictions that an instance is negative,



b is the number of incorrect predictions that an instance is positive,



c is the number of incorrect of predictions that an instance negative, and



d is the number of correct predictions that an instance is positive.
Predicted
Actual

Negative

Positive

Negative

a

b

Positive

c

d
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Several standard terms have been defined for the 2 class matrix:


The accuracy (AC) is the proportion of the total number of predictions that were
correct. It is determined using the equation:
[1]



The recall or true positive rate (TP) is the proportion of positive cases that were
correctly identified, as calculated using the equation:
[2]



The false positive rate (FP) is the proportion of negatives cases that were
incorrectly classified as positive, as calculated using the equation:
[3]



The true negative rate (TN) is defined as the proportion of negatives cases that
were classified correctly, as calculated using the equation:
[4]



The false negative rate (FN) is the proportion of positives cases that were
incorrectly classified as negative, as calculated using the equation:
[5]



Finally, precision (P) is the proportion of the predicted positive cases that were
correct, as calculated using the equation:
[6]

The accuracy determined using equation 1 may not be an adequate performance
measure when the number of negative cases is much greater than the number of
positive cases (Kubat et al., 1998). Suppose there are 1000 cases, 995 of which are
negative cases and 5 of which are positive cases. If the system classifies them all as
negative, the accuracy would be 99.5%, even though the classifier missed all positive
cases. Other performance measures account for this by including TP in a product: for
example, geometric mean (g-mean) (Kubat et al., 1998), as defined in equations 7 and
8, and F-Measure (Lewis and Gale, 1994), as defined in equation 9.
[7]
[8]
[9]
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In equation 9, the β has a value from 0 to infinity and is used to control the weight
assigned to TP and P. Any classifier evaluated using equations 7, 8 or 9 will have a
measure value of 0, if all positive cases are classified incorrectly.
Table 4.1: J.48 Classification Results
J.48
a

b

c

4615

283

d

173

5984

We have performed classification using J.48 decision tree algorithm on dataset by
considering various parameters. We trained the system with total Number of training
instances: 10599. On the same dataset we also applied test dataset as a result we
obtained true positive rate with 0.959 when the actual data is normal and identified as
normal and also 0.045 false positives rate.
Table 4.2: J.48 Error Rate
J.48
Mean absolute error
Root mean squared error
Relative absolute error
Root relative squared error

0.0567
0.1853
11.49%
37.30%

Table 4.3: Classification Instances
J.48
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances

10599 95.88%
456 4.12%

Table 4.4: Precision and Recall Rate
J48

TP Rate
0.959

FP Rate
0.045

Precision
0.959

Recall
0.959

Table 4.5: Random Tree Classification Results

C
D

Random Tree
A
4666
169

b
232
5988
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We have performed classification using Random tree classification algorithm on
dataset by considering various parameters. We trained the system with total Number
of training instances: 10654. On the same dataset we also applied test dataset as a
result we obtained true positive rate with 0.964 when the actual data is normal and
identified as normal and also 0.039 false positives rate.
Table 4.6: Random Tree error rate
Random Tree
Mean absolute error

0.0374

Root mean squared error

0.1748

Relative absolute error

7.58%

Root relative squared error

35.19%

Table 4.7: Classification Instances
Random Tree
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances

10654 96.37%
401

3.63%

Table 4.8: Precision and Recall Rate
Random Tree

TP Rate

FP Rate

Precision

Recall

0.964

0.039

0.964

0.964

Table 4.9: Random Forest Classification Results
Random Forest
a

b

C

4705

193

D

110

6047

We have performed classification using Random Forest classification algorithm on
dataset by considering various parameters. We trained the system with total Number
of training instances: 10752. On the same dataset we also applied test dataset as a
result we obtained true positive rate with 0.973 when the actual data is normal and
identified as normal and also 0.03 false positives rate.
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Table 4.10: Random Forest Error Rate
Random Forest
Mean absolute error

0.0509

Root mean squared error

0.1436

Relative absolute error

10.31%

Root relative squared error

28.92%

Table 4.11: Classification Instances
Random Forest
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances

10752 97.259%
303

2.74%

Table 4.12: Precision and Recall Rate
Random Forest

TP Rate

FP Rate

Precision

Recall

0.973

0.03

0.973

0.973

5. CONCLUSION
We proposed an approach to classify the webpages. The proposed JRR techniques
used to find the search page based on various factors. In the process we considered a
dataset which is having the properties like Using the IP Address, Long URL to Hide
the Suspicious Part, Using URL Shortening Services, TinyURL, Adding Prefix or
Suffix Separated by (-) to the Domain, Sub Domain and Multi Sub Domains, HTTPS
(Hyper Text Transfer Protocol with Secure Sockets Layer), and Domain Registration
Length. By considering some properties of the above we taken a common data set and
verified with all the above three techniques, in that process by verifying the above
results, we obtained Random forest technique produced best results than other
techniques.
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